Regulation of potassium conductance in the cellular membrane at early embryogenesis.
At the early stages of development of the fresh water fish loach (Misgurnus fossilis) the resting membrane potential (Er) of cleaving cells oscillates periodically with an amplitude of 8-12 mV. Er oscillation correlates with the cell cycle and is accompanied by changes of K+ conductivity. Two types of K(+)-selective ionic channels with conductance of approximately 70 and 25 pS in symmetrical (150 mM KCl) solution were observed in the membrane of cleaving loach embryos. 'High' conductance and 'low' conductance channels were recorded in approximately 90% and 10% of patches investigated (n = 275), respectively? The activity of 'high' conductance channels was regulated by the application of pressure to the membrane, ie these channels were stretch-activated (SA). The activity of SA channels changes dramatically during the cell-cleavage cycle. At the beginning of interphase the probability of SA channels being in the open state (P0) was minimal, while at prometaphase the probability was increased 10-100-fold. Application of ATP to the cytoplasmic inside-out patches induced a reversible elevation of stretch sensitivity of the SA channels in 50% of the patches, while the non-hydrolyzable analogue of ATP was not effective. Combined application of ATP, cAMP and cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PK) induced a reversible elevation in the SA channel activity while inhibitors of PK prevented its activating effects. Phosphatase inhibitors prolonged the activating effect of PK on SA channels. We propose that oscillations of the resting potential during the cell-cleavage cycle arise due to modulation of SA channel sensitivity to stretch through cAMP-dependent phosphorylation.